happening, whoever's nearly... In her friend's pretty girl's circle she becomes a madwoman.

Jumping in, she's abandoned, left to her increasingly primivie. One woman, however, the mysterious Eric, is determined to help her. In a world where human males are abandoned to a fate worse than death, and only a few are allowed to escape it, she is the medical anomaly, to be studied! Or is she a demon, who must be identified? And what of the all-devouring, all-devouring, all-devouring monster of the universe? '

Ethan Prince, for his part, has been captured by the Eridonian government and forces him into the ranks of their elite fighter pilots. He must now fight against the forces of the Eridonian Empire, and the fate of the galaxy may depend on his success.

The aircraft carrier USS Enterprise is stranded in the ice of the North Pole, surrounded by a fleet of alien ships. The crew must find a way to escape before the aliens can capture them and use them for their own purposes.

HIDEYUKI KIKKAWA, KIM NEWBARK, SHERRY FAHERTY, and others contributed to this collection, featuring stories of the future that explore the themes of technology, society, and humanity.

ACTUAL SOLDIERS DOING ACTUAL SOLDIER THINGS LIKE PREPARING FOR A WAR. THIS IS AN ACTUAL BOOK, NOT ANSI-BY-MADE-UPIZATION OF THE SAME WORLD, AND FEATURING AN ESSAY BY ILLUSTRATOR KATHLEEN JENNINGS.

In order to join the Wendoveri, Moragien must complete in four different and dangerous challenges against hundreds of other soldiers, each boasting an extraordinary talent that sets them apart from the rest. Moragien, who has always been a leader and a strategist, will have to outwit the AI, if they want to join the pirate crew – and survive the dangers of the deep-sea world.

To find a way to pass the tests – or she'll have to leave the city to escape the consequences of her failure. 
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BUBBA AND THE COSMIC BLOOD-SUCKERS
LANCE, Elea

A young woman with a potential to heal the world who has the chance to realize her destiny. She must choose between the love of her life and the fate of the world.

PROVENANCE
LECKIE, Ann

A young woman has just woken up to realize the state she's in and the danger she's in. She must find a way to escape before it's too late.

The Tallow-Wife
WARNER, Benjamin

Ethan Prince struggles with the effects of his time in space as he works to uncover the secrets of the Eridonian Empire.

BETH MCHILL

The young reels, once a powerful and feared ally of the Eridonian government, has been captured and held captive by the Eridonian forces. She must find a way to escape and free her loved ones from their captivity.

The Sea Peoples
CLOUDBOUND

A young woman with a potential to heal the world who has the chance to realize her destiny. She must choose between the love of her life and the fate of the world.

LEONARDO DA VINCI: COMPLETE STORIES
TEPPER, Sheri S

A young man with a potential to heal the world who has the chance to realize her destiny. He must choose between the love of his life and the fate of the world.